Abstract-Optic flow motion analysis represents an important family of visual information processing techniques in computer vision. Segmenting an optic flow field into coherent motion groups and estimating each underlyiiig motion is a very challenging task when the optic flow field is projected from a scene of several independently moving objects. The problem is further complicated if the optic flow data are noisy and partially incorrect. In this paper, we present a novel framework for determining such optic flow fields by combining the conventional robust estimation with a modified genetic algorithm. The baseline model used in the development is a linear optic flow motion algorithm [%I due to its computational simplicity. The statistical pralperties of the generalized linear regression (GLR) model are thoroughly explored and the sensitivity of the motion estimates towaird data noise is quantitatively established. Conventional robust estimators are then incorporated into the linear regression model to suppress a small percentage of gross data errors or outliers. However, segmenting an optic flow field consisting of a large portion of incorrect data or multiple motion groups requires a very high robustness that is unattainable by the conventional robust estimatom To solve this problem, we propose a genetic partitioning algorithm that elegantly combines the robust estimation with the genetic algorithm by a bridging genetic operator called self-uduptution. The nature of the optic flow motion analysis has also been studied. It is well known that this inverse problem is ill-posed in that the observed data do not uniquely constrain the solution. Thus, various smoothness constraints are proposed to remedy this problem [13] , (231, [251. The inherent ambiguities in recovering the 3-D motion are also investigated (21, [351. These adversary aspects have raised some concerns about the suitability of quantitative 3-D motion estimation from optic flow fields 1301. However, the debate on this topic is beyond the scope of this paper.
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I. INrRODUCTION
N optic flow field r'esults from two successive image A frames in time-varying image sequences that measure the projection of 3-D scenes. The notion of optic flow field or displacement field is used :in a variety of applications, notably in rigid motion analysis [14] , 1271. [281, 1381, two-view matching r321, and image sequence coding (71. 'At a preliminary level, the optic flow motion analysis is to detect or flag motion(s) in the viewed scene. At a more sophisticated level, it is to infer the motion parameters and surface structures of moving object(s). The opti'c flow motion analysis basically has t\nlo related stages. The first stage involves the computation of To order reprints of this article, e-mail: transactions@computer.org, and the optic flow field from monocular image sequences. The second stage is to meaningfully interpret the computed optic flow field regarding the underlying object structures and motion parameters. There is a large body of literature on optic flow motion analysis. For a comprehensive overview, the readers are referred to an excellent review paper by Aggarwal and Nandhakumar [31. Many previous research works are confined to the case where the scene contains one single 3-D rigid body motion. Along this direction, several researchers have developed nonlinear equations for recovering the 3-D motion and structure [4] , [24] , 1341 that are solved by iterative numerical methods. However, this approach does not guarantee unique solution due to the initial-guess dependence. Longuet-Higgins [ 191 and Tsai and Huang 1271 are among the first to propose computationally simpler techniques based on linear equations. The linear algorithm is subsequently unified by Zhuang and Faugeras 1371 and simplified by Zhuang, Huang, and Haralick [381. However, linear algorithms are reported to be sensitive to noises 1271, [331. This is our initial motivation for developing robust algorithms to cope with this problem.
The nature of the optic flow motion analysis has also been studied. It is well known that this inverse problem is ill-posed in that the observed data do not uniquely constrain the solution. Thus, various smoothness constraints are proposed to remedy this problem [13] , (231, [251. The inherent ambiguities in recovering the 3-D motion are also investigated (21, [351. These adversary aspects have raised some concerns about the suitability of quantitative 3-D motion estimation from optic flow fields 1301. However, the debate on this topic is beyond the scope of this paper.
Meanwhile, a more important yet challenging task, i.e., the determination of optic flow fields containing multiple independently moving objects, has received much attention. Thompson (261 presents a segmentation scheme that combines the contrast information with optic flow field and uses a region growing method to merge similar velocity patches. Adiv [11 develops a grouping technique based on a computationally expensive Hough voting scheme which recovers the 3-D motions and structures using verified object hypotheses. The optic flow field is allowed to be sparse, noisy and partly incorrect since the Hough transform is relatively insensitive to noises and partially incorrect data. Recently, Markov random fields are utilized to model dense optic flow fields 11 11, [21) and the segmentation corresponds to a global optimal solution. Darrell and Pentland
[5] apply image constraints to each model in a multimode1 regularization network. Wang and Anderson [3 I] combine robust estimation with k-mean clustering to achieve multiple motion segmentation. Some alternative approaches that make use of stereo images pairs or 3-D data have been attempted more recently. Chen and Huang [5] present a two-stage algorithm that first matches 3-D line segments and then infers the underlying multiple objects. Zhang and Faugeras [36] develop a hypothesize-and-veri@ paradigm to obtain the displacement field from two 3-D fiames. Zhuang and Huang [40] me the A@-estimator [39] for robust 3-D to 3-D multiple pose estimation.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for detemining the optic flow field projected by single or multiple 3-D rigid body motions with noisy and partially incorrect data. Our original motivation is to extend the linear optic flow motion algorithm [38] by using robust estimation to cope with partially incorrect data sets. That is, the data sets contain a portion of outliers which significantly conflict with the underlying models or structures. Many previous works heavily rely on the availability of reliable optic flow data. Unfortunately, the task of acquiring reliable optic flow data is nontrivial. For example, for monocular image sequences, a matching procedure is usually used to establish the correspondence of image pixels to obtain the optic flow field. Thus, the quality of the computed optic flow field is usually not guaranteed as the matching procedure may contribute many outliers [IO] . In addition, sensor errors and calibration errors can also cause outliers. As known, the presence of outliers in motion analysis is disastrous since it greatly affects the estimation accuracy. Thus, one realistic SOlution is to incorporate robust estimation methods into the interpretation process so that it can suppress the influence of outliers. In other words, we want to segment the optic flow data into a coherent motion group and a portion of outliers, then estimate the motion using only the relevant data. It is increasingly realized that robust methods are vital to all computer vision problems [20] , [39] , [41] .
When the optic flow field is projected from several independently moving objects, segmenting it into multiple coherent motion groups and estimating each associated motion is a more challenging task. Interesting enough, however, we find that it can also be treated as a robust estimation problem. This is because with respective to one particular motion group, all other motion groups and the outliers appear as a larger set of outliers, all of which conflict with the first motion group. Once a consistent motion group is extracted by the robust algorithm, the same procedure can be applied on the remaining portion of the data set to firther extract other motion groups in a recursive fashion. However, since the outlier portion may now be very high with respect to each motion group, we need a robust estimator possessing a high degree of robustness. That is, it must be able to extract a consistent motion group without much influenced by a large portion of other irrelevant data. For example, to handle an optic flow field equally divided over three motion groups, the robust estimator needs an outlier tolerance of at least 67%. Unfortunately, the conventional robust estimators, such as Huber's M-estimator [ 161, have a typical outlier tolerance of 5% to IO%, which is far from satisfactory.
In the paper, we propose a robust genetic partitioning algorithm to achieve the desired high robustness by establishing a close connection between the robust estimation procedure and the genetic algorithm 
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GENERAL LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL

A. Multiple Linear Regression Model in statistical literature [22]. It is represented by
The multiple linear regression (MLR) model is well studied
where x, , are deterministic measurement variables, and y , are stochastic response variables, or in matrix form
where (12) that the mean design matrix is I-degree degenerated, namely, rank(XT X ) = p .
(14)
Due to the homogeneity of (12), we may assume without loss of generality that Po = -1 in the following development. 
B. Least-Squares Estimation
The least-squares estimate a* = (a,, e . . , jP)' of the GLR model (1 1) is determined by which leads to a* = (x*Tx*)-lx*T1. (17) 
Due to (1 5), we can verify that Therefore, p* is a biased estimate since E()*) = p* -p*E((X**X*)-lx"&), (19) and the second term is usually nonzero. However, when the noise factor is small (AX* + o), j * is asymptotically unbiased.
It is very difficult to analytically derive the variance of because of the complicated random matrix operations in (1 7).
However, by applying the Taylor expansion at x*, we may derive an approximation of Var(p*) as follows. First, p* = p* -(X*'.X*)-'x*'.ax*p* (20) = p* -( ( X " T * ) -l X * T A X * + O ( A X * ) ) P * .
When the random factor AX* is small as compared to the nonrandom €actor %*, we may ignore the higher order terms .(&) and obtain var(j?> = P * * C~* (x*'x* I-'. (21) This equation characterizes the sensitivity of the estimate p* with respect to the noise factor Z: It explains the previously reported high noise sensitivity of the linear optic flow motion algorithms [27f, [33) . That is, the variance of the linear estimate (and subsequently the motion parameters) is related to not only the noise covariance , Y but also the true motion parameters 
which meaningfblly relates the post model residual e with the a priori model error E. Since Ha is a random matrix, it is difficult to obtain the exact distribution of e from (23). However, by using a zero-order Taylor expansion, it can be verified that
Var(e) = ( I -N* )P*~~;o*.
In deriving it, we have used the property that (I -H') is a projection matrix (both idempotent and symmetric). It follows that,
where hl: is the ith diagonal element o f l f . Thus, the distribu tion of e, is related to hl T which by definition is a distance measure of the data point xi from the sample mean.
Ln conventional robust estimation methods, the residual is used for weight assignment such that the data points with large residuals receive small or zero weights and are thus treated as outliers. By (25) , we see that the data location factor h,: can significantly alter the information conveyed by the residual. Therefore, in employing residual-based robust estimators, the residual should be appropriately normalized to eliminate the data location factor:
4%.
In the following, the notion of model residual always refers to the normalized one unless explicitly pointed out. It is straightforward to apply these results to the linear optic flow motion (6) since it is a special case of the GLR model with the last three components of h being random variables. Therefore, the least-squares motion estimate h^ and the associated statistical properties are obtained. As well known, the least-squares estimation is extremely unreliable with the presence of outliers. Thus, we discuss robust estimation methods to cope with the outlier problem in the next section.
IV. RESIDUAL-BASED ROBUST ESTIMATORS
Most robust methods utilize the residual information to identify outliers since a larger residual indicates larger deviation from the underlying modlel. In the following, two conventional robust estimators, namely, the Huber's M-estimator and Tukey's biweight estimator are presented and incorporated into the linear regression model.
A. Huber's M-Estimator
Suppose there is a location parameter , U to be estimated from a number of observations x,, i = 1, . -e , N, which come from the distribution F(x -p). The principle of the M-estimator [ 161 is that the estimate , 2 is chosen such that
,=I is minimized, where p0 is a differentiable continuous function. It can be shown that the fbnction h e ) = e' yields the es- 
where k is a predefined constant. Since ul(.) is a nonlinear function, (28) usually needs to be solved by iterative numerical methods. It is easy to veri@ that solving (28) by using influence function (29) is equivalent to the following weighted least-squares minimization:
, l l r=l where the weights are given as:
1 -kl e, e, I -k.
We now incorporate Huber's M-estimator into the GLR regression model. Based on the weighted least-squares principle 
B. Tukey's Biweight Estimator
M-estimator. It defines the influence function as
The Tukey's biweight estimator is another type of the (34) where e, is scaled by (3 5 ) e, t -, with emed being the median of the absolute residuals before scaling and c being a tuning constant (normally between 4 and 12).
Hence, the corresponding weight function can be derived as e, ' The biweight estimate of p* is thus the same as in (33) except that the newly defined weight h c t i o n (36) is substituted. Thus, a recursive biweight estimation procedure is formed by (33) , (35) , (36) , starting with an identity weight matrix. This recursive procedure named as robust estimation cycle will be utilized in the estimation stage of the following robust genetic partitioning algorithm.
C. Discussions
In general, the residual-based weighting function is designed to reduce the influence of outliers in the parameter estimation. This is accomplished by assigning smaller weights to larger residuals. The M-estimator uses a predefined constant as a threshold. The biweight estimator uses an adaptive approach in that all weights are relatively assigned with respect to the median residual. The most important aspect of a robust estimator is the tolerance of outliers, or the breakdown points. In our linear regression application, the breakdown point is typically 5% to 10% for Huber's M-estimator and 30% to 40% for Tukey's biweight-estimator.
The foregoing robust estimation procedure is adopted so that we can recover a single 3-D rigid body motion from partially incorrect motion data. However, the breakdown points of these robust estimators are not high enough to handle the case where outlier data occupied the majority or multiple data structures exist. To achieve the high robustness to handle such data sets, we combine the robust estimator with a genetic algorithm and propose the following robust genetic partitioning algorithm.
V. A ROBUST GENETIC PARTITIONING ALGORITHM
The genetic algorithm is primarily used for global parameter optimization by a stochastic mechanism which imitates the biological systems of natural selection and gene reproduction [9] , [12] . It possesses the power of exhaustive searching methods for finding global solutions while avoiding their prohibitive computational complexities.
A. Basic Genetic Algorithm
Each parameter being optimized is encoded as a fmitelength binary string of Os and 1s. The linear concatenation of the binary strings for all parameters composes a chromosome. This process represents the discretization of the parameter space where each chromosome corresponds to a possible solution. At any time, the algorithm maintains a finite set of chromosomes, called a population or chromosome pool. The chromosomes compete with each other to reproduce and survive. The chance for a chromosome to reproduce and survive is determined by itsfitness function, which is defmed based on specific applications. In a manner resembling the natural biological system development, the chromosomes are allowed to mate and mutate. Mating of a chromosome pairs by a crossover operation results in an offspring chromosome pair which carries the information of both parents. Mutation of a chromosome alters certain bits of the chromosome. In brief, a genetic algorithm has three basic operations: i.e., reproduction, crossover and mutation. The entire optimization process consists of a number of repeated applications of these operations, called generations. The algorithm stops after a fixed number of generations, or after the chromosome pool stabilizes.
The initial chromosome population can be randomly generated. Their fitness values are then calculated. Denote the fitness value of the ith chromosome E, by f ( E : , ) , i = 1, -.-, C, where C is the population size. The chromosome Ez gets reproduced with a probability p@,) proportional to its fitness value, P,(E:,> = f(wCf(a,>.
By the reproduction operation, the original chromosomes are replaced by the reproduced chromosomes which compose a mating pool. Mating is then done by randomly pairing these chromosomes into couples, and performing crossover of each couple with a small predefined crossover probability P, as solutions; the mating operator passes on "good" information to the offspring generation; the mutation operator creates new solutions and thus avoids local optima. Hence, the parameter space is searched in an random yet organized manner in approaching global optima while escaping local optima. Though the genetic algorithm utilizes only these simple operations, it has been shown to be a very effective method in many global optimization applications [9]. The mathematical aspect of the genetic algorithm is summarized by the Schema Theorem which is referred to Goldberg [9] .
A major practical limitation of the basic genetic algorithm is its relatively slow convergence. In contrast, by introducing a new operator called self-adaptation, our modified genetic algorithm will have a much faster convergence rate.
B. Combining Robust Estimation and Genetic Algorithm
the genetic algorithm to achieve the desired high robustness.
B. I Connection Between Robust Estimation and Genetic Algorithm
As mentioned, the goal of robust estimation is to exclude the influence of irrelevant data (outliers) in parameter estimation by assigning appropriate weights. In case of extracting one consistent motion group from a partially incorrect data set, each outlier should ideally be assigned a weight of 0, while non-outlier assigned a weight of 1. This forms an ideal binary segmentation of the data set. In case of extracting multiple motion groups kom a mingled data set (which may also contain outliers), each consistent motion group also corresponds to a binary partition of the data set with each belonging data point assigned a weight of 1.
To associate the foregoing objective with the genetic algorithm, the key is the chromosome encoding. Since each chromosome is an ensemble of binary bits, it is natural to link it to the binary partition of the data set. That is, each chromosome is used to represent a binary partition of the data set with the chromosome length equal to the data set size N. The three genetic operations can then be used to seek proper partitions of the data set. From one perspective, we may view it as an optimization procedure performed in the parameter space of binary weights (which is very small as compared to the ordinary cases where all parameters need to be quantized in sufficient precision levels and searched). This procedure is called the segmenfatzon stage. The other parameters (motion parameters h ) are determined by the robust estimation cycle Then update the chromosome bits { , , k = 1, --., N -NI by, -A self-adapted chromosome represents a new partitiop of the data set which supports the estimated motion model h . In essence, the self-adaptation (operator utilizes the outlier rejection capability of the biweight robust estimator. Meanwhile, consistent data points that are originally excluded can now be included by the data augmentation procedure, ensuring that the extracted motion group is the largest possible.
B.3 Optic Flow Motion Fitness Function
... cN is evaluated by two sources. Let A denote the design matrix composed by using the relevant data set G(E), Le., .-, a i , , ) T . Let h^ be the least-squares motion estimate by using G(E). The first fitness source is the normalized mean least-squares model fitting errorfe(E), i.e.,
The fitness function of a1 chromosome E = variance (or the determinant) of the sample covariance matrix S defined over G(E), i.e.,
ASS) =I $ (42)
where S= -C" (ap, -ii>(apJ --ZIT
Since the two fitness measures may have different numerical orders, rank statistics [22] are used to define the overall fitness function as follows, where rankg(6,)) and ranwv(El)) are the ranks of the model fitting error and compactness measure of El, respectively, in ascending order for a chromosome pool of size C, and 4 is a sharpening constant.
B.4 Chromosome Pool Convergence
By repetition of the four genetic operators, the chromosome pool will converge to certain patterns [9]. In case of one motion group, the chromosome pool will hopefully become nearly uniform with each chromosome indicating the same motion group. In case of multiple motion groups, however, there are two possible stable patterns. First, the chromosome pool may still be uniform since each chromosome is attracted to the same motion group. Then we can apply the same algorithm recursively on the remaining data portion to extract other motions. Second, the chromosome pool can be piecewise uniform in the sense that there exists several repeated chromosome patterns, each indicating one distinct motion group. In other words, multiple consistent motion groups are concurrently detected in a single application of the algorithm. The occurrence of these two situations depends on the respective noise structures and data compactness among the participating motion groups. If the motion groups have similar noise structures and data compactness, their fitness values will be close in magnitude so that they are equally capable of surviving in the chromosome pool. Otherwise, the motion group with smaller noises and more compact data distribution will first dominate the chromosome pool.
If the chromosome pool fails to converge to a uniform or piece-wise uniform pattern in a predefined number of generations, we consider that no more motion group is left out in the remaining data set.
B. 5 Robust Genetic Partitioning Algorithm
follows:
The robust genetic partitioning algorithm is summarized as (41) This value measures the "goodness" of ;he relevant data set G(E) with respect to the motion model h . In general, a more consistent motion group has smaller fe value. Practically, data points in a coherent motion group are spatially close and share similar velocities. Thus, the: second fitness source is the compactness measure of G(Z). This is reflected as the generalized Chromosome pool Initialization. A set of chromosomes of length N are randomly generated if no other initial partitioning information is available.
2) Reproduction. collect the relevant data subset G(E,) for each chromosome E,, compute its fitness valueASJ by (43) and its reproduction probabilityp(EJ by (37) . Then, reproduce 5, with the probability p(E,) and put in the mating pool. 3) Crossover Randomly pair off the chromosomes in the mating pool into couples. With a small probability P,, exchange chromosome pieces split at a randomly selected bit location for each couple (see the basic genetic algorithm). 4) Mutation. Reverse each bit of a chromosome with a very small probability P,. 5) Self-Adaptation. Collect the relevant data set G ( Q for each chromosome E,. Submit G(EJ to the robust estimation cycle to obtain the estimated motion model h and the associated weight matrix W. Update the chromosome E, by the data pruning step (39) and data augmentation step (40). 6) Repeat steps 2) to 5) until the chromosome pool converges or fails to converge after a specified number of generations.
The self-adaptation operator plays a key role in this algorithm. By using the robust estimation method to reject irrelevant data, a consistent data subset can be extracted from a large variety of combinations of partially correct partitions. In contrast, the basic genetic algorithm depends only the pure bit manipulations of the chromosomes; thus the chances to compose a consistent data subset are rare indeed. In our experiments, the self-adaptive genetic algorithm usually converges in 5-15 generations. The basic genetic algorithm can hardly converge within a reasonable number of iterations.
B. 6 Limitations
The proposed algorithm essentially searches through various combinations of the input data set. Thus, the computation cost increases exponentially with the data set size. A more vigorous analysis of its computational complexity is however complicated by the fact that the general convergence of the genetic algorithm is hard to quantify [9] . Thus, we indicate that from the computational perspective the proposed algorithm is more suitable for sparse optic flow field with less data points than dense optic flow field. To relieve this problem when dealing with a large data set (e.g., dense optic flow field), we may have two choices: 1) use a divide-and-conquer approach. That is, the data set can be divided into smaller subsets each of which is separately handled and the results are appropriated combined; and 2) subsample the dense optic flow field to reduce the data set size. Another related limitation is the number of multiple motion groups one can handle at a time. To ensure that each participating motion group is not under-represented in the data set, the number of motion groups handled simultaneously is not expected to be very large. This is related to the breakdown point of this robust algorithm. In the experiments, we find that the algorithm can handle up to four equally sized motion groups without difficulty. This corresponds to a breakdown point of about 80%. When handling more motion groups, we also suggest to use the divide-and-corzquer approach in hoping that only a few motion groups are contained in each data subset. This is analogous to the block-or windowwise approaches in many image processing techniques.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We first present two illustrative examples using synthetic and real data sets. Then a large number of simulations are conducted to evaluate the overall perfomance of the proposed algorithm. 
A. Synthetic 3-D Rigid Motion
B. Outdoor Vehicle Motion
A motion sequence containing a moving army truck is retrieved from the image archive used in the 199 I IEEE Workshop on Visual Motion [18] . The left monocular image sequence contains 24 image frames taken by a fixed-focus A.M.I/Bronica SQ-AM metric 70 mm cameras with 40 mm nominal focal length. The world coordinate system is righthanded with its x and z axes on the ground plane and y axis vertically upward. The camera is mounted on the ground such that its optical axis roughly points to the negative z-direction of the world coordinate system. Several target points had been marked on the truck and the 2-D image coordinates of these points were used as input data for motion estimation [17] . Fig. 3a and 3b show the 384 x. 512 subimages of 13th and 14th original image frames in the sequence, respectively. In order to fit this data set into our experiment, we first have to generate more target points on the vehicle. This is because that only four target points are visible in the original frames, which are sufficient for multiframe basled motion estimation algorithm [17] but not for our two-view linear optic flo-w motion algorithm. As mentioned, the liinear algorithm requires at least eight data points to uniquely determine a motion. Hence, 30 target points on the vehicle are selected and their matches are computed by using an adaptive matching algorithm [lS] and further manually verified. Secondly, the original sequence concems only with the vehicle motion. To create a multiple motion scenario, we treat the background motion (due to camera panning) as the second motion. Again 30 background target points are chosen and their matches found. All 60 target points are combinely marked as "+" in Fig. 3a and 3b . Following the procedures in [18] , the target points are converted from pixel coordinates to image coordinates and further corrected by using camera calibration parameters. The mixture The linear optic flow motiion algorithm, the biweight robust estimator and the robust genetic partitioning algorithm are sequentially tested. We emphasize that the former two algorithms are supplied with the correct data subset for each motion; and for the last algorithm, the mixed data set is used as input data. Table I summaries the estimated motion parameters for the three algorithms where the rotational velocity (GI, G2, h3) is converted to the equivalent representation of a rotation axis plus the rotation angle around the axis.
The established "ground truth" for the vehicle motion has not been revealed [18] . Furthermore, it is reported that the existing two-view point correspondence and three-view line correspondence algorithms all produce unreliable rotation estimates [ 171 since the angle subtended by the truck is too small (about 5%). In addition, the target points used by different algorithms are different. Therefore, we do not attempt to compare our motion estimates with those obtained by long sequence algorithms [ 171. Roughly speaking, in the cameracentered coordinate system, the background moves to the right, inducing a major positive x translational component while the truck moves to the left, inducing a major negative x translational component. Since the camera also moves downwards, we expect the rotation axis to be roughly around the positive x axis for both motions. The linear algorithm produces the motion parameters that are basically in keeping with these observations. The robust algorithm detects a number of outliers for each motion group. Most importantly, the genetic partitioning algorithm is able to separate the mixture data set into two coherent motion groups and a small number of outliers; the estimated motion parameters are consistent with the linear algorithm and robust algorithm. Fig. 3c shows the partition of the optic flow field where 0 and A denote the two motion groups, respectively, and 'L+" denote the detected outliers. We point out that the outliers can be further classified into one of the motion groups when necessary.
C. Simulation Protocol
Our simulations use the following experimental protocol to generate experimental data: Result Averaging. For each combination of the control parameters, I00 trials are tested and the averaged results are reported.
D, Baseline Model Evaluation
In this set of simulations, the behavior of the linear optic flow motion algorithm is characterized for recovering single 3-D rigid motion under Gaussian noises. Fig. 4 shows the relative accuracy of the estimated motion parameters with respective to the hue values under various conditions. As expected, the accuracy decreases as the SNR decreases, or the sample size decreases.
E. Single Motion Group
In this set of experiments, we test the proposed robust genetic partitioning algorithm for recovering single 3-D rigid body motion fkom the motion data sets composed of one consistent motion group and 10% to 70% outliers. The size of the chromosome pool is fmed as 50 in all trials. For each trial, the algorithm usually converges within five generations and takes less than 30 sec in average on SunSparc LX Workstations. Fig. 5 shows the estimation accuracy under various control parameters. As seen, the algorithm effectively suppresses the influence of outliers and registers only slightly increased estimation errors as compared to the baseline model performance. The segmentation errors are summarized in Table II where the average number of incorrectly partitioned data is reported. In the table, '%I" refers to the number of outliers that are incorrectly classified as motion data, while "r2" refers to the number of motion data that are incorrectly classified as outliers. Note that outliers being classified as motion data can greatly affect the estimation accuracy. This is partially reflected in Fig. 5 for the case E = 70% which has much reduced accuracy because the corresponding "rl" value is high. On the other hand, motion data being classiiied as outliers has unnoticeable impact on the estimation.
F. Multiple Motion Groups
In this set of experiments, we test the proposed algorithm for recovering two or three 3-D rigid motions from multistructured and partially incorrect motion data. The motion groups are independently generated and mixed as a single motion data set. For the two-motion case, each motion group occupied 45% data and the remaining 10% data are outliers. For the three-motion case, each motion group occupied 30% data and the remaining 10% data are outliers.
When applying the algorithm, we find that the two or three motion groups are mostly sequentially extracted. This reflects the different noise structures and data compactness among these motion groups which may be due to the random data generation mechanism. In order to characterize the different behaviors of the algorithm in sequentially extracting motion groups, we provide its separate performance statistics at different stages. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the estimation accuracy for the two-motion case and three-motion case, respectively, where the "first estimated motion" refers to the average performance of extracting the first motion group by the algorithm; "second estimated motion" refers to the average performance of extracting the second motion group by the algorithm; and so forth. It is found that the sequentially extracted motion groups have increasingly higher accuracy due to the removal of the preceding motion group(s). In these trials, the algorithm converges within 5-15 generations for extracting each motion group, and the completion of each trial takes 30-120 sec on SunSparc LX Workstations. The segmentation errors are summarized in Table I11 and Table IV , which are consistent with the estimation accuracy. These results reveal that the proposed algorithm is capable of recovering multiple motion groups with high accuracy under partially correct conditions.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we have proposed a robust genetic algorithm to handle multiple optic flow motions under various adversary conditions. The proposed algorithm is generally applicable to other vision problems that can be formulated as general regression problems. Combining robust estimators with genetic algorithms is a promising line of research and a novel idea. It offers a new fhmework of determining multistructured data sets, as well as partially incorrect data sets. These kinds of data sets are the most realistic ones in many vision problems. We intend to investigate the convergence properties of the modified genetic algorithm in the near future.. 
